
4 Bed Villa (Detached)
For Sale
Casares, Costa del Sol

€799,000
Ref: R4793755

Finca in Casares with Stunning Sea and Mountain Views Do you dream of a tranquil life surrounded by nature, with
the sea and mountains as your backdrop? This property in Casares is your opportunity to make that dream a reality.
An Oasis of Peace and Light with breathtaking Sea Views South Facing: Enjoy countless hours of sunshine in this
light-filled home with stunning views of the Mediterranean Sea. Spacious terraces and swimming pool: Relax and
admire the captivating sea and mountain views from our generous terraces and swimming pool. Imagine enjoying a
romantic dinner under the moonlight with the sea as your only witness. Single-Story Living: Forget about stairs. This
single-story home offers you maximum comfort in your daily life. Large Living Room: Enter a spacious living room
with...
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Property Description

Location: Casares, Costa del Sol, Spain
Finca in Casares with Stunning Sea and Mountain Views 
Do you dream of a tranquil life surrounded by nature, with the sea and mountains as your backdrop?
This property in Casares is your opportunity to make that dream a reality.

An Oasis of Peace and Light with breathtaking Sea Views

South Facing: Enjoy countless hours of sunshine in this light-filled home with stunning views of the
Mediterranean Sea.
Spacious terraces and swimming pool: Relax and admire the captivating sea and mountain views
from our generous terraces and swimming pool. Imagine enjoying a romantic dinner under the
moonlight with the sea as your only witness.
Single-Story Living: Forget about stairs. This single-story home offers you maximum comfort in your
daily life.
Large Living Room: Enter a spacious living room with a fireplace, perfect for enjoying moments with
family or friends.
Fully Equipped Kitchen: Cook with style and functionality thanks to its complete equipment and
beautiful wooden ceiling.
Dining Room with views: A bright and welcoming space with direct access to the terraces and
swimming pool area, and impressive sea views.
Wooden Porch: Enjoy delicious outdoor meals on our porch, ideal for taking advantage of the
Andalusian climate, with the sea and mountains as your backdrop.
4 Bedrooms with Ensuite Bathrooms: Each family member will have their own private space with a
full bathroom.
Prime Location

10 minutes from Casares: Enjoy the amenities of the town without sacrificing the tranquility of your
finca.
15 minutes from the sea: Access the beaches of Casares in a short drive.
20 minutes from Marbella: Visit the glamorous city of Marbella at your whim.
40 minutes from Estepona: Discover the charms of this coastal town.
60 minutes from Malaga Airport: Fast and convenient connections to the rest of the world.
This could be the property of your dreams.

Contact us for more information!
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Additional Info

For Sale Beds: 4 Baths: 4

Type: Villa (Detached) Area: 345 sq m Pool

Setting: Country Close To Shops Close To Schools

Orientation: South Condition: Good Pool: Private

Climate Control: Air
Conditioning

Fireplace Views: Sea

Mountain Built Area : 345 sq m
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